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PIONIC HYDROGENLEOPOLD M. SIMONS�Paul Sherrer Institut, WMHA/B24, CH 5232 Villigen, Switzerlandon behalf of the PIONIC HYDROGEN ollaborationReeived (Day Month Year)Revised (Day Month Year)The new pioni hydrogen experiment at PSI aims at a determination of the stronginteration ground state shift and width of the pioni hydrogen atom with the �nal goalto extrat isospin separated sattering lengths with auraies on the perent level. Itsahievements ompared to previous e�orts are indiated and the inherent diÆulties ofthe experimantal approah as well as the hosen solutions are disussed. First results arepresented.Keywords: Pion-nuleon interation; sattering lengths; X-ray spetrosopy.1. IntrodutionThe measurement of X-ray transitions feeding the ground{state in pioni hydrogenallows to determine the isosalar and isovetor sattering lengths a+ and a�, whihdesribe the �N s{wave interation at threshold. The sattering lengths of the elastihannel a��p ! a��p and the harge{exhange reation a��p ! a�0n are relatedto the strong{interation shift �1s and broadening �1s by Deser{type formulae 1;2.�1sB1s = � 4rB a��p!��p(1 + Æ�) (1)�1sB1s = 8 q0rB (1 + 1P )[a��p!�0n(1 + Æ�)℄2; (2)where �1s / a+ + a� and, assuming isospin invariane, �1s / (a�)2 holds. q0 =0:1421fm�1 is the entre{of{mass momentum of the �0 in the harge{exhangereation ��p! �0n and P = 1:546�0:009 4 the branhing ratio of harge exhangeand radiative apture (Panofsky ratio). The new experiment (PSI experiment R{98.01 3) aims at an improvement in the shift measurement and in partiular at asigni�ant inrease in auray for �1s by about an order of magnitude.The peuliar features of this method may be summarized as follows:In omparison with sattering experiments no extrapolation to energy zero isneessary.�e-mail address: leopold.simons�psi.h 1
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2 Leopold M. SimonsFurthermore, from �1s alone the �N oupling onstant f2�N is obtained by theGoldberger{Miyazawa{Oehme sum rule 5.Provided an auray in the determination of isospin sattering lengths on theperent level an be ahieved the methods of Heavy Baryon �PT an be tested.The preditions of theory are at the moment on the level of several perent. Heneaurate data are well suited to onstrain further theoretial development.Highly aurate sattering lenghts as obtained from pioni hydrogen serve as abasis for omparison of hanges of these quantities in nulear medium 6.The exoti atom's method has inherent drawbaks as well. In order to ahievethe neessary energy resolution a rystal spetrometer must be used whih requiresa highly intensive soure of X-rays together with an espeially tailored rystal spe-trometer. A suÆient number of pioni hydrogen atoms requires the stopping ofnegative pions in hydrogen gas with pressures above 3 bar. At suh presures the pi-oni hydrogen atom will interat with neighbouring moleules. Two e�ets inuenethe extration of a strong interation shift and width with the desired auray.A moleular omplex like [(�pp)p℄ee may be formed. X-rays whih ould followsuh a omplex formation are shifted in energy whih �rst requires a proof that anobserved shift is not aused by moleular formation 7;8.The energy release for the de{exitation step (�p)nl ! (�p)n0l0 may be onvertedinto kineti energy of the ollision partners ��p and H2). The veloity inreasethen leads to a Doppler broadening of subsequent X{ray transitions. This so-alledCoulomb de{exitation has been observed diretly by measurements of the time{of{ight of neutrons from the harge exhange reation ��p! �0n 9.2. Experimental ApproahThe new pioni{hydrogen experiment, set up at the high{intensity low{energy pionbeam �E5 of the Paul{Sherrer{Institut, onsists of the new ylotron trap, a ryo-geni target, and a Bragg spetrometer equipped with spherially bent rystals anda large{area CCD array10.2.1. Cylotron trap and spetrometerCompared to the preeding experiment of the ETHZ{Neuhatel{PSI 11 ollabora-tion the quality of the experiment ould be improved. Now a fator of 6 more pionsan be stopped. The use of spherially bent rystals together with bigger CCDdetetors12 provided an additional fator of about 3. A speially tailored shieldingredued the bakground by one order of magnitude. As an example for the qualityof the measurement a spetrum of the �H(3� 1) transition is shown in Fig. 1.In the years 2001/2002 the 2p{1s, 3p{1s as well as the 4p{1s transitions hadbeen measured. The 3p{1s transitions had been measured at pressures ranging fromseveral bar (room temperature) up to liquid hydrogen. In total up to 28000 entrieshad been olleted summed over all transitions .
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Fig. 1. �H(3� 1) transition measured at an equivalent density of 28 bar.2.2. Energy alibrationFor an aurate extration of the ground state shift an energy alibration was per-formed by using the �O(6h� 5g) transition whih is nearby the 3p{1s transition inpioni hydrogen and whih is not a�eted by strong interation. The transition en-ergy an be alulated to be 2880.506� 1 eV. In onsequene the shift measurementsresulted in an error of less than 1%.2.3. Determination of the resolution funtionThe determination of the ground state width from a Lorentzian broadening of thetransition observed represents a major experimental hallenge. The spetrometer'sresponse funtion whih ontains a Lorentzian part itself must be determined ex-perimentally. Until reently it had been obtained from narrow pioni{atom transi-tions 10;11;13 with limited auray only. To reah the required auray of 1% thealibration measurement should have an intensity of some 10000 events in the linewith a peak/bakground ratio of more than 100:1. For that reason, an Eletron{Cylotron{Resonane Ion Trap (ECRIT) soure has been set up to produe helium{like eletroni atoms 14.In suh a devie few{eletron atoms are produed at high rates. Systematistudies using the M1 transitions from helium{like argon, hlorine and sulfur atomsyielded the required haraterisation of the resolution funtion of the Bragg rys-tals 15 (Fig. 2) at energies orresponding to the 4p{1s, 3p{1s and the 2p{1s transi-tions.
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200 250 300 350 400Fig. 2. The energy spetrum ( ounts/hannel against hannel number) of He{like sulfur is shownaround the region of the M1 transition. A �t based on a well de�ned response funtion obtainedfrom X-ray traking routines allows for an additional Gaussian width as a free parameter. Fromthis proedure the response funtion of the rystal spetrometer is obtained. The energy of thesmall satellite line to the right of the main transition from Li{like sulfur is well known and doesnot inuene the quality of the result.3. First results3.1. Transition energy and hadroni shiftAt �rst, the possibility of radiative de{exitation of the �H atom { when bound intoomplex moleules formed during ollisions ��p+H2 ! [(pp��)p℄ee { was studiedby searhing for a density dependene of the �H(3p� 1s) transition energy.A possible pressure shift was exluded experimentally by the observation atdi�erent pressures and extrapolating to pressure zero. No density e�et was foundwhih is interpreted as the absene of radiative deay from loosly bound moleularstates. Consequently, the measured line shift�1s = +7:120� 0:008� 0:009 eV (3)an be attributed exlusively to the strong interation 16. The �rst error is due tostatistis. The seond one ontains systemati ontributions as are stability, set{up,analysis and the unertainty for the alulation of the pure eletro{magneti (3p�1s) transition energy to be 2878.808�0:006 eV 17. Measurements in pioni deuteriumlak suh a proedure and should not be used to extrat a strong interation shiftas long as a similar extrapolation to pressure zero is not performed.
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pioni hydrogen 53.2. Line width and hadroni broadeningThe measured line shape of the pioni hydrogen K transitions is a onvolution of aLorentzian pro�le aording to the natural width �1s, the resolution of the rystalspetrometer and in general several ontributions to the Doppler width aused byvarious n! n0 Coulomb transitions. In a �rst step of evaluation only the responsefuntion of the spetrometer as obtained from a alibration with pioni arbon wasused for deonvolution. The extrated Lorentzian width (given in meV togetherwith statistial and systematial error) showed for a pressure of 10 bar a signi�antinrease going from 899� 45� 10 (4p� 1s ) to 1053� 27� 22 ( 3p� 1s) and evenmore for the 2p� 1s with a value of 1170� 32� 35 16. This behaviour is attributedto the energy gain available for the aeleration of the pioni{hydrogen whih ishigher for lower n levels.Table 1. Extration of the strong interation Lorentzianwidth assuming kineti energy distributions from Coulombde{exitation additional to a low energy omponent less than1 eV. The weights of the omponents are left free in the �ttingproedure. In ase of liquid hydrogen (LH2) an energy ontribu-tion of 30 eV from Stark e�et is subtrated. Only the �t erroris given.transition/pressure/rystal Coulomb steps �1sn! n0 meV4p� 1s/10b/si 111 5! 4,6! 5 812�433p� 1s/10b/si111 4! 3, 5! 4,6! 5 787�412p� 1s/10b/si111 3! 2 4! 3 778�403p� 1s/28b/qu10-1 4! 3, 5! 4 770�543p� 1s/LH2/qu10-1 4! 3, 5! 4 827�61Based on the preise knowledge of the spetrometer's resolution funtion fromthe ECRIT measurements a more re�ned evaluation tried to identify various on-tributions to the line shape from Coulomb de{exitation.With this proedure the analysis of the three transitions �H(2p�1s), �H(3p�1s)and �H(4p � 1s) at di�erent pressures yielded onsistent values for the hadronibroadening independent on transitions and pressures as shown in Table 1. A pre-liminary result an be given to be �1s = 800� 30 meV.3.3. Sattering lengthsThe e�orts to improve the auray of the sattering lengths fae the problemthat the linear ombination a+ + a� to be determined from �1s su�ers from thepoor knowledge of Æ� (see Eq. 1). The present the orretion for �1s is alulated toÆ� = (�7:2� 2:9)% 18. At present, the experimental auray is signi�antly betterthan the unertainty originating from Æ�A result for the orretion Æ� of the level broadening �1s (see Eq. 2) is expeted
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